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Some years ago Professor Lewis published an article on "Two-way Time," based on the principle of relativity. Instead of the older idea that time progresses only in one direction—forward—he expressed the thought that time is an inseparable whole. In terms of relativity time is a fourth dimension correlated to the three dimensions of space.

I shall not attempt to discuss the mathematical aspects of this question. I am quite incompetent to do that. I wish to emphasize the fact that the future is of far greater interest to us than the past and should have a greater influence on our conduct. I shall speak of the past this afternoon only as it has a relation to the future.

I think I may be pardoned for a reminiscence. When I graduated from Grinnell College, somewhat more than fifty years ago, it was customary for graduates to give short "orations" on commencement day. I chose for my topic "The Unity of Force." It should have been "The Unity of Energy," but the mistake in nomenclature may perhaps be excused in a young bachelor of that period. My thought was that all forms of energy consist in the motion of material substances, sometimes taking the form of the motion of large bodies, at other times the motion of atoms or molecules, but, whatever its form, capable of being transformed in some definite manner into the sort of motion expressed in some other form of energy. My thought at the time was that there are two fundamental entities in the universe, matter and energy.

The twentieth century has broadened and simplified our concept. We now think of a single entity which we may call matter or energy, since each may be transformed into the other.

---
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